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Abstract
Applications of AI planning techniques, such as
intelligent wargaming, require a methodology for
developing the system and generating domain
knowledge. A testbed architecture consists of a
simulator suite, reasoning engines, and well-defined
interfaces developed to facilitate the eventual
deployment of the AI system. In addition, human and
system level interface issues will be discussed.

Testbed architectures

Why use a testbed architecture?

A testbed architecture is useful for developing
AI planning systems for later deployment as part
of an integrated solution. For example, in the past
ten years, GE-CRD has worked on numerous
military applications, including the DARPA
Pilot’s Associate program, the DARPA
Submarine Automation Operational System, the
ARPA/Rome Labs Planning Initiative, the Joint
US/UK Surface Ship Torpedo Defense program,
and command and control systems for
submarines. In addition, this technology has also
been used to develop systems for manufacturing
and financial applications.

It was often difficult to acquire knowledge in
the problem domains, so simulations were used to
develop the expertise. Real experiments are often
impossible to run, requiring simulations. For
example, in a military combat situation, some
weapons and countermeasures are extremely
expensive, and experiments would likely cause
death. Also, real experiments are not often
repeatable or undoable, as they make permanent
changes to the environment -- for instance, a
commodities trade. Another difficulty -- the time
required for the experiment may be prohibitive --
troop mobilization in Desert Shield took months.

A further consideration was software reuse. By
developing an environment for building platform

defense applications, the time spent integrating
tools together was minimized. Making the tools
general purpose and interchangeable was also of
importance, as was standardizing the interfaces
between the various modules. This standardization
simplifies the integration of the AI systems with
other physical systems.

What is a testbed architecture?
In many of the applications mentioned, it was

useful to think of the system interacting as an
agent in an environment. An agent observes the
environment through sensors, interprets the
observations using various reasoning processes,
plans actions to take, and alters the state of the
environment through its actuators. Many agents
exist within the environment, each similarly
affecting the state, and interacting through the
environment.
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Figure 1 : Agents in an environment

For simplification, consider the interactions
between an individual agent and the environment,
treating all other agents as part of the
environment. Agents have sensors used to gather
information about the environment, actuators to
affect the environment, and a reasoning capacity
for interpreting sensor information and making
decisions on how to affect the environment.
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Figure 2: Agent interacting with environment

System development methodology
A major difficulty in developing autonomous

agents is that their actions affect their
environment in a complex feedback loop. The
methodology focuses on using simulation to close
the loop and allow both assessor and planner
functions to be developed in tandem.

Simulation

Figure 3: Assessor development environment
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Figure 4: Planner development environment

The first important task is to develop a system
that simulates the environment the agent operates
in. Based on this environment, we also simulate
the sensors and actuators that we expect to use.
Two development paths now continue in parallel.
In the first, assessors are developed to interpret
the sensor information, affecting the environment
with a simulated planner (fixed script). In the

second, assessors are simulated by accessing the
environment simulation directly, the results of
which are used to develop the planners. As
assessor and planner system knowledge bases are
developed, they build up their functionality
towards a common interface. The integrated AI
system can be further developed in the simulated
environment, and then finally integrated to the
actual sensors and actuators.

Simulation

Figure 5: AI system development
environment

As is often the case in developing AI systems,
experts in the application area are frequently
unavailable. At best, the experts will only have
partial knowledge of the domain and will only
able to explain themselves in terms of examples.
The availability of a simulation in the
development environment allows the knowledge
engineer to build simulated scenarios for the
expert to use in developing knowledge. The data
collected in bits and pieces from several experts
can be shown to all in a combined scenario in a
short amount of time, and each expert can validate
those portions of the system to which their
expertise applies. As this is the most valuable (and
often most interesting) portion of every
application, the data is often proprietary or
classified. Not only is this a good method of
verifying the operation of the system, but it is
often the only practical way of running
experiments. When real experiments can be run,
they can be directly compared to the simulated
results. It is also important to note that the
scenarios used to test and validate the system may
also be used for the automatic learning of cases
when a case-based reasoner is being used.
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Wargaming

A complex problem environment
Among the many issues that we have been able

to investigate in wargaming applications are
reasoning with uncertain information, incomplete
information, dynamic environ-ments, time critical
planning, plan quality, and plan explanation.

To investigate some of these different problems
in several domains, the simulator needed to be
flexible and easily expandable. A high degree of
code reuse was achieved by modularizing the
development environment and using object
oriented design methods. In addition, general
purpose reasoning engines were developed, along
with a standard method of interconnecting
reasoning modules with each other and an object-
oriented simulation environment.

Simulated environments
By modeling agents as objects in the simulation

environment, we were able to build libraries of
objects and capabilities. New objects tailored for a
specific application are easily built by using the
library to pick and choose appropriate capabilities
for objects using multiple inheritance.
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Figure 6: Partial class hierarchy

The basic objects that are modeled in the
military scenario simulator are vehicles and their
subsystems. In addition to manned vehicles, such

as planes, ships, and automobiles, delivery
vehicles such as missiles, torpedoes, bombs,
decoys, and mines are modeled as platforms.
Typical subsystems include sensor systems, such
as radar, sonar, and IR systems; weapon systems,
such as guns, missile launchers, torpedo tubes,
depth charge launchers; guidance systems, such as
missile guidance systems and shipboard command
and control systems; communications systems;
countermeasure systems, such as electronic
jamming systems; and other miscellaneous
systems.

Capabilities are also modeled as hierarchical
classes that are mixed in with base platform
classes to create specialized instantiable classes.
One such class hierarchy is the movement
hierarchy. In general, platforms have a location,
and most may be repositioned. However, there are
different types of movement possible -- for
instance, ships may only move on the water, from
one surface position to another and planes have
the ability to fly (air movement) and taxi (ground
movement). a
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Figure 7: Partial movement capability
hierarchy

Another consideration was the level of detail of
the simulation implemented. It is often desirable
to do high level, abstract simulation and fill in
details as necessary with specialized simulations.
For instance, there is little need to do full
simulation of minor sensor nuances when
performing high level mission planning. On the
other hand, when doing sensor reliability
assessment, the sensor nuances are often
extremely important.

The sensor-assessor and planner-actuator
interfaces can usually be well specified early in
the system development process, simplifying later
integration with real sensors and actuators. On the
other hand, the assessor-planner interface is often



not well defined until late in the development
process, making it imperative to carefully track
the development of the assessor outputs and
planner inputs.

Many cooperating simulators are often
necessary to fully test the system. While the
simulated environment handles the actions of the
other agents in the scenario, to reduce errors, each
module in the loop needs a mechanism to interact
with the environment independently. The level of
abstraction required allows for fast
approximations -- for instance, you don’t have to
process sensor data to determine precise location.
This requires two additional simulations for each
module to generate appropriate input data from
the simulated environment and another to react
with the simulated environment. While improved
performance is the most important reason to
develop the higher level simulations, an additional
benefit in developing these simulators is a better
insight into the problems interfacing the modules
and operation of the simulated modules.
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Figure 8: Three methods of simulating

planner input from the simulated environment

With a simulated environment developed as
above, it becomes a simple matter to interface one
or more agents to automated reasoning systems, as
any system or subsystem may invoke a reasoner to
perform an intelligent action. Thus, it is possible
to have several intelligent agents operating in the
same scenario; however it is usually better to
simulate the other intelligent agents if possible.

The timing of agent interactions was a major
design consideration of the simulation suite.
While event driven simulations are often faster,
intelligent agents often require frequent data
updates, negating the benefits of event driven
simulation. Another timing concern is the
interaction of different simultaneous actions
performed discretely. We have found that it is
better for all objects to perform the same type of
action together, such as moving, rather than

performing all activities (move, sense, fire) object
by object, as this makes object interactions
difficult.

Integrating planning with the environment
In deploying a planning application, the two

most important areas were the user interaction
model and the integration of the AI system into
the real data stream.

User interaction with planner
It is important to understand the mode of

interaction the users are expecting from a
planning system. Initial requests have usually
been for completely automated systems, until the
shortcomings of an automated planner are
understood. We have found that the most useful
planning system is the associate or assistant
planner. Whereas a standalone planner is expected
to perform planning tasks without outside
direction, the associate determines a plan in
cooperation, and an assistant simply performs low
level bookkeeping tasks, allowing a human
planner to make the planning decisions.

Associates seem to be the most desirable, as the
operator can either let the system operate
automatically, or completely override the system
and be informed of all the consequences of their
actions. Ideally, the operators would like to
perform some of the planning and have the system
fix their plan. However, at a minimum, the
operators require a simple to understand
explanation of what the system is doing. At a
minimum, this should include a high level
summary that is quick to analyze in time-critical
situations. It should also include automatic
analysis of plans, with graphical display of the
forecasted consequences and risk factors.
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Figure 9: Planning Associate

For the reasoning with uncertainty/case-based
planning systems, scoring tools are being
developed which can be used to direct case
retrieval and provide an explanation of the
reasoning process. In addition, lightweight
simulation is used to project the consequences of
selected plans, allowing the user to visualize the
resulting situation before committing to it. These
tools are extremely useful to both the operator and
the knowledge engineer developing and testing
the application, practically eliminating the need
for other analysis tools.

Planner interaction with environment
As has already been mentioned, the testbed

architecture is designed to facilitate integration of
an intelligent agent developed in a stand-alone
environment into a deployed system, interfacing
with real sensors and actuators. The ease of
developing the AI system separately from the real
sensor and actuator systems justifies the extra
effort spent in creating the simulation suite.

The boundary lines between environment,
sensors, assessors, planners, and actuators must be
determined early on in the system design. In most
cases, this is straightforward, as the modules
represent actual activities, and should show
similar behavior. By carefully specifying these
interfaces, the development of the simulated
modules is simplified.

that can be simulated ahead of time, observing the
behavior of the deployed system and noting
differences. Using the system to project the
current situation is also beneficial - an accurate
projection likely indicates an adequate assessment
of the current situation.
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Verification
Finally, the deployed system should behave

similarly to the testbed system on similar
scenarios. Training scenarios are often available
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